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The most comprehensive Australia travel guide from an expert solot traveler point of view. Either

solo or with a travel companion, this guide book shows you how to choose travel destinations and

the most cost-effective ways of getting there and around the country. It provides all trip planning

elements to crafting a travel itinerary that matches your travel style and needs. With super-detailed

itineraries customized for different time frames and budgets, useful travel websites, this travel guide

is filled with all what the first time traveler needs not only for traveling Australia on a budget, but also

for saving money, time and stress on the trip. This guide book includes: 1. The three elements of the

perfect trip planning with an in-depth guide about timing, transportation, and destinations. 2. Four

complete Travel Itineraries around Australiaâ€¨ Very detailed itineraries (15 pages each) with

everything you need to know: from how to get there and around, when and how to visit, the author's

tips and advice on what to visit. 3. Over 36 itinerary customization options Each itinerary comes with

9-10 different options to quickly adjust them if you want to extend or shorten your trip, as well as

transportation and accommodation options. 4. Links to Google Maps â€¨Each itinerary comes with

links to interactive (pre-set) Google Maps to easily locate destinations and transportation options. 5.

Travel Budget and estimates of cost â€¨for each itinerary Find out how much are you going to spend

on your trip itinerary. You will find a cost-checklist for each individual itinerary with break-down

category. â€¨ â€¨ 6. Checklists and Useful Travel Resourcesâ€¨ to quickly help you find your way

when planning and organising your trip in Australia. 7. The Author's advice You can get in touch

with the author if you have any question with regards to your Australia Trip.
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I absolutely love this book! Warning - it will absolutely whet your appetite to visit Australia.Several

itineraries are presented inside, with options for shortening/lengthening the trip, swapping out legs,

and approximate total costs in AUD. Fantinel summarizes each itinerary with what will be covered,

and who it is geared toward - i.e. if you're a food/wine lover, nature lover, etc. Much of the content is

geared toward solo travel, though Fantinel is quick to note when having a companion would be

helpful.The book doesn't go into the history of each area (like a RIck Steves guidebook would), but I

actually appreciated that fact. It was nice to just have the facts presented, along with what stands

out about each area (i.e. one site being one of the largest seal residences).Fantinel is quick to note

which itineraries are best for newbie travelers to Australia, and also shares a lot of link love - to her

own and others' blog posts, tourist information sites, and more.She has a very approachable writing

voice, and I'm excited to see what else is in the pipeline for her to publish.This book is a quick read,

and one that will be invaluable as I dream about making my first trip to Australia a reality.Disclaimer:

I received a free copy of the book from the author; I was not required to write a positive review, and

have not been compensated for this. All opinions are my own.

It has some useful information but I would not recommend it for several reasons: 1. It is too big. I

cannot imagine bring a book of this size with me on my trip. 2. It also appears to be directly

produced from a blog post. It is different from any other real guidebooks that I have read so far. 3.

The content is very limited given the price. It may be good for planning overall itinerary but provides

very little information for specific sites.

51 pages of information that I got on the internet in 5 minutes by myself. Truly a scam.

As a family of five, I did wonder if we were the intended readers of this book. However, with time

running out and with so many ideas and options available, this book was a real find. Clearly set out

with detailed maps, plenty of ideas, opportunities to customise the trip, choices for shortening or

lengthening the different legs and the opportunity to contact the author directly, this was a real help.

In the end we did an adapted version of the second itinerary, but missed out the middle leg only

through lack of time . Our family based ourselves in Sydney and Cairns and enjoyed the contrast

between a busy city and a quieter, beachside location. We only scratched the surface of this

amazing country but if the opportunity arises to visit again, this book would certainly be the first one

we consulted.



I think this is a great book for people planning a trip to Australia. Michela really knows the country

well and has spent extensive periods of time throughout the country. Australia is a really big place,

almost the size of the continental US, so it can get overwhelming to try to see the highlights, enjoy

your trip, and not feel rushed. Michela does a great job of showing you your options based on the

type of trip you want to have and the kinds of activities you enjoy. She gives you a realistic view of

how long you need to see different parts of the country so you don't spend your whole trip in transit.

I definitely recommend this book to people who want some direction and expert advice on planning

their trip to Australia.

This is the most helpful advice on Australia I have found with real timelines, estimates on cost and

truly helpful links! We're planning a trip and so appreciate this candid advice! Thank you!
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